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A Flexible Software Platform that
Enables your Self-Service Network
to do More

Despite the move to digital and mobile technologies, the self-service channel
remains a key component of a critical macro trend: connecting the physical
world to the digital world.
Strongly influenced by experiences with personal computing, mobile technology and multichannel retailing, today’s consumers define the
ideal banking experience as one that is easy, fast, secure, consistent and personalized. Our approach to self-service software matches that
expectation and redefines how consumers connect with their financial institutions (FIs), making the experience more intuitive, quick, safe
and personal. With VCP-Pro as the single software interface, FIs are able to maximize efficiencies in maintenance and replenishment, and
provide a consistent, interactive consumer experience regardless of the manufacturer.
FLEXIBILITY FOR YOU AND YOUR
CONSUMERS
• Supports location-aware themes, business
rules and messaging across ATMs and
kiosks, regardless of vendor
• Offers an intuitive interface with
individualized functionality and content
• Allows consumers to change their preference
settings independently at the terminal*
• Enables the use of customer-based
preferences, such as a personal fast cash
amount, preferred language and receipt
preference*
• Makes customer-selected bill mix a standard
transaction capability where supported by
the network
• Permits targeted marketing by BIN,
by transaction and time of day*

SIMPLIFIED, STREAMLINED PROCESSES
• Supports on-us transactions that connect
directly to core systems*
• Integrates easily with host systems
and web services to boost self-service
revenue generation
• Reduces the need to make modifications to
the host to support new features, devices
and transactions
• Allows operators to make configuration
changes remotely from the host without
requiring a reboot of the terminal

MULTI-VENDOR FUNCTIONALITY

VCP-Pro powers self-service options
across devices, and delivers meaningful
interactions between consumers and their
FIs. The accompanying pre-packaged
ATM application features the most
commonly used consumer and settlement
transactions and functionality that can
be deployed “as is,” with the option to add
on additional functionality as desired

• Eliminates vendor-matched software and
protocols and uses a single ATM application
to run an entire network from one host

*Additional software may be required
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• Multichannel

STANDARD TRANSACTIONS
• Withdrawal, fast cash, customer-selected bill mix,
dynamic currency conversion

• Industry standard protocols: CEN-XFS, IFX, NDC,
SNMP, SOA, WMI and more

• Deposit (envelope, cash, checks,mixed, parallel)
• Touchless prestaged cash withdrawal and deposit

• Operating system support:
Microsoft Windows® 7 and Windows 10

• Recycle

• WebApp built on Angular 9+

• Single balance print or display, print statement

FEATURES
• Rich graphical interface

• Electronic and envelope payments
• PIN Services: change PIN

SECURITY
• EMVco Level 2

• Stamps, coupons

• Remote key management
CONFIGURABILITY
• Integrated development environment (IDE):
Developer Workbench (optional)
• Simulation tools: Developer
Workbench (optional)
• Test tools: Developer Workbench (optional)
• “Look and feel”

• Multi-language, audio support
• Secure user and role-based access, financial replenishment, media
replenishment, diagnostics, vendor diagnostics, terminal set-up
CONNECTIVITY
• Optional components can be purchased to extend the
functionality of VCP-Pro
• Vynamic view
• Vynamic branch
• Vynamic marketing

• Transaction flow

• Campaign management

• Multiple languages
• Customizable receipts
• Voice guidance
• Easy to customize transaction flows using WebApp
industry standard tools.

• Personalization
• Monitoring and event management services and managed security
services via AllConnect self-service fleet management

Note: VCP-Pro is powered by VISTA

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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VCP-PRO makes it easier than ever to connect physical and digital touchpoints.

